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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we are concerned with the existence of solitary waves of the generalized Kadomtsev- 
Petviaslivili equation 
Wt + PL’xz-.r + byf(~~))r = Q;’ q/g, (1.1) 
where fl > 0 and D;‘h(z, y) := s_“, h(s, y) ds. 
A solitary wave is a solution of the form w(t, 2, y) = ?L(:ZZ - cot, y), where co > 0 is a fixed 
constant. Hence, (1.1) becomes 
or 
(-UZZ + II;%,, + COIL - [jf(,lqd = 0. 
We introduce the following assumptions. 
(fl) f E C’(R, R), f(0) = 0. Th ere exist 2 < p < 6, q > 0 such that 
WPB) 
If’(u)1 5 Cl (I,ul + 12LlJ’-2) 
(fz) There exists vo E Y := {g, : g E Cr(R”)} such that F(suo)/s” + c~ as s + CXI, where 
F(u) := 10’” f(s) ds. 
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Before stating the main results, we say a few words for the workin g space. Consiclrr the imlel 
product on Y given by 
( u,‘u, + D,‘u,D,‘q, + c,,,) dn:dy 
and the induced norm 
II~/I := (s,; (IL; + (D,‘uJ2 + .u2) d+dy) “‘.
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
Let 
E := {U : R2 4 R, th ere exists (uTL) c Y such that 
u,, + u a.e. on R2; llzlj - ZQ/~ --f 0 as j, k + co} , il.-I) 
then (E, (., .), II . II) is a Hilbert space (cf. [l]). We will seek solutions in the space E. 
Based on the above preparation, we first have the next result. 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume (fi) and (f2). Then for almost all B > 0, (KPb~) 1 las a nontrivial solr~tion 
in E. 
Next, we consider the following condition and get a further result. 
(fs) There exist p E ((3~ - 6)/2,p], c2 > 0 such that 
c2/g L f(u)u - 2F(u), ‘du E R. 
THEOREM 1.2. Assume (fi)-(fs). Then for all /3 > 0 (particularJ,y, /3 = 1). (ICI',,) 1~s a nontri\-ial 
solution in E. 
REMARK 1.1. Equation (1.1) was considered in [1,2] ( see also, the references cited therein), In [l]. 
the special cases f(u) = up-l, p = 3,4,5, and ,# = 1 were solved by using constrained minimiz+ 
tion. In [a], the Ambrosetti-Rabinowitz type superlinear condition “cS(,u) 5 uf(u). o > 2” wils 
imposed in order to prove the boundedness of Palais-Smale sequence. Evidently, there is no need 
for (f3) to satisfy the Ambrosetti-Rabinowitz type superlinear condition. Therefore, it becomes 
very complicated for getting a bounded Palais-Smale sequence. In order to surmount, this dif- 
ficulty, we establish a variant of a linking theorem by monotonicity trick which was introtlu~ctl 
in [3,4] and used in [5-81. 
2. A VARIANT LINKING THEOREM 
Let E- be a separable subspace of a Hilbert space (E! (., .)> /I 11) and let Ef = (15~)‘. Fol 
any u E E we write u = IL+ + u-, where uf E E’. On E, we define the norm 
where (ek) is a total orthonormal sequence in E-. The topology induced by /I IIT is (,iLllcd 
r-topology. A mapping h = id - g : [0, l] x A + E,A c E, is called admissible (cf. [2.(3]) if 
. h is 7--continuous, i.e., h(s,,u,) 1, h(s,u) whenever s, + s and U, T + u; 
l g is 7-locally-finite-dimensional, i.e., for any (s, PL) E [0, 11 x A, we may find a T-uf$&bor- 
hood U of (s, U) such that g(Un ([0, l] x A)) is con ame in a finite-dimensional s~~bspace t d 
of E. 
Consider Q E C’(E,R), R > T > O,UO E E+ with jlug// = 1 and define 
M:={u=u- + PO : II4 I R, P 2 O), 
N : = {u E E+ : Ilull = T}, 
r : = {h E C([O, l] x M, E) : 11 is admissible}, 
h(0, u) = u and s H @(h(s,,u)) is nonincreasing}. 
The next theorem is a slight variation of Theorem 2.1 of [7]. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Assume 
(i) $ E C’(E, R), $J is weakly sequentially lower semicontinuous and $J’ is weakly sequentially 
continuous; 
(ii) @A(U) = 1/2Xllu+(l - 1/21/u-I/ - @(IL) := AA(u) - B(u), X > 0, where A(u) -+ ~CQ or 
B(u) --f 0;) as /1211( 4 cm. Q = @p,; 
(iii) for any fixed X* > X, > 0, there exist b > 0, R > T > 0.2~0 E Ef with lluoll = 1 such that 
@AIN > b > 0 > supaM (P,j for all X E (X,, X”). 
Then for almost every X E (X,, X”), there exists IL,, E E sr~ch that 
where CA := infhErsup,,EIZf cPx(h(l,u)). 
PROOF. Evidently, X H CA is increasing. Therefore, CL = $$ exists for almost every X E (0,oo). 
For X” > X, > 0, we consider those X where CL exists and choose a strictly decreasing sequence 
(X,) such that X, -+ X. 
STEP 1. There exist h, E l?,lc := k(X) > 0 such that for almost all n, Ilhn(l,~)II 2 k if 
@x(&(l,u)) L cx - (A, - A). 
In fact, by the definition of CA,, , there exists 11, E r such that 
If @.x(&(1, u)) > CA - (X, - X) for some u E M, then 
A(h 
n 
(1, u)) = @A,, (h(ll u)) - @A (hTL(l> u)) 
A, - x 
< CA,, + (&I - A) - CA + (LL - A) 
_ 
A, - x 
Ic’x+3 
(2.2) 
as n large enough. On the other hand, 
B(h 
n 
(l,u)) = @A,, (bL(l! u)) - (h/~Pe, (hn(lt u)) 
x,/x - 1 
< CA,, + (XT, - A) - (hL/~) (CA - (Jb - A)) (2.3) - 
x,/x - 1 
I x (CL + 1) - CA + 2x + 1 
as n large enough. Equations (2.2) and (2.3) imply that there exists k = k(X) such that 
/l&(1, ~111 5 k. 
STEP 2. We prove that 
@A (bL(l, u)) I CA + (C’X + 2) (&I - A), for all u E M. (24 
In fact, 
STEP 3. CA > b for all X E (X,, X’). M oreover, there exists a sequence (u,) such’that IIzL,II 5 k+4 
for all n and @L(u~) -+ 0, @A -+ CA as n -+ 03. The proof is essentially the same as that of 
Lemma 2.3 of [7]. We omit the details. I 
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3. THE EXISTENCE OF SOLITARY WAVES 
We shall find the solitary waves in the Hilbert space (E, (.> .), 11 . 11) defined in Section 1 (see 
(1 .a)-( 1.4)). Therefore, we recall the following facts: 
l the imbeddings E c-1 LP(R2) (2 5 p < 6) are continuous (cf. [lo]); (3.1) 
l the imbeddings E q Lf’,,,(R2) (1 5 p < 6) are compact (cf. [l]). (3.2) 
The weak solutions of (KPo) are the critical points of the C2-functional @A (with X = l/p) defined 
on E by 
@A(U) : = x I( 2 R2 u; + (D,‘u,)2 + cou2 > dxdy - s F(u) dx dy FL2 
: = ;:M2 - s,2 F(u) dxdy. 
From now on, we choose and fix X” > X, > 0 and assume that (fl) and (f2) hold. The letter c 
denotes various positive constants. 
LEMMA 3.1. There exists 1’ > 0 such that b := b(L) := infilUli,r @A(U) > 0 for all X E (A,, A’). 
PROOF. By (fl), for any E > 0, there exists C, > 0 such that F(u) 5 ~1~1~ + C,IUIP. Therefore, 
(ax(u) > ;/IuII~ -E/ 
R2 
lu12dxdy - Cc/,, luIPdxdy > +IIuI[~ -clu& 
Hence, there is T := r(X,) > 0 such that b := b(X,) = infllullzr @A(U) > 0 for all X E (X,, X’). 1 
LEMMA 3.2. For almost all X E (X*,X*), there exists u,(X) E E such that supn IIu~(X)II < 
03, @~(u~L(X)) + 0, QA(u,(X)) + cx > b(X*) > 0. 
PROOF. It follows from assumption (fz) that @A(SVO) + --oo as s --t +03. Then we choose 
E- = {0}, 1~0 = wg in Theorem 2.1, the conclusion is evident. I 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. By Lemma 3.2, 
lim @A (u, (X)) = lim 
.i( 
If (%) UT, - F(u,,) dxdy = c,, > 0. 
n+m n’co R2 2 
If 6 := lim n-(T, SUP(,,?/)~R~ JB(z,y;lJ MU2 dxdy = 0, where B(x, y; 1) denotes the open ball 
centered at (x, y) with radius 1, then, by Lemma 7.4 of [2], un(X) ---) 0 in LS(R2) for 2 < s < 6. 
Hence, the middle term of (3.3) equals to 0, a contradiction. That is, 6 > 0. Assume, up 
to a subsequence, that there exists (x,, yrL) E R2 such that &(z,L,y,L;lJ lu,12 dx dy > 6/2. Set 
,u,(x, y) = ~~(2, +z, yYn + y), then the conclusions of Lemma 3.2 are still hold if un(X) is replaced 
by u,, (A). Moreover, 
s 
(3.4) 
B(wk1) 
lv,12dxdy > ;. 
Let v, - ‘UA in E. By Lemma 7.3 of [9], (3.2) and (3.4), zjn + 21~ in Lfo,(R2) with 21~ # 0. 
Furthermore, for w E Y, 
(Qi(ux), 20) = iii& (@1(%(X)), w) = 0, 
that is, iaL = 0. I 
REMARK 3.1. Based on the proof of Theorem 1 .l, (fs) and Fatou’s Lemma imply that 
CA = /pm ( @A (h(X)) - i (@i (+(A)) .:n(X))) 
= lim s( n-00 RZ &J~(WG(X) - w(X)) dx&/ 2 > 
2 I( FL2 $I(u\)w -G(w) dxdy > = @.x(m). 
(3.5) 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. For @J > 0, let Xa = l/Do. Choose and fix A* > A, > 0 such that Xa E 
(A,, A”). Then there exist (A,) c (A,, A’) and (We) C E\(O) such that A, + Xc, Qi,, (w,) = 0. 
Particularly, by (3.5), @I,, 5 CA,, < CA*. We claim that (wn) is bounded. Indeed, since 
then (fs) implies that JR2 Iwnlpdxdy 5 c. Furthermore, (fi) and (fs) imply that, for any E > 0, 
there is C, > 0 such that f(~)u < ~1~1~ + C,jul” f or all u E R. Hence, noting (ai,, (w,) = 0, we 
get that 
Choose E > 0 small enough, and let t := G(p - p)/(G - p)z), then t E (0,l). By Holder inequality 
and (3.1) 
IIw,l12 5 i:s,, bnl”dzdy 
=C 
s 
R’ Jw,J(l-f)PJW,Itpdxdy 
IC 
(S FlZ 
,w,,,pdxdy)‘l-t’r’p (.i,, lwn,“dxdy)tp’6 
L #&p. 
Since tp < 2, we get that supn Ilwnll < co. Moreover, (3.6) implies that inf,, l)w,,II 2 c > 0. 
Hence, 20, - 20s # 0. Evidently, Q~,(uQ) = 0. I 
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